We investigated the genetic diversity of the core collection of hexaploid wheat accessions in the Japanese wheat gene bank, NBRP-Wheat, with a focus on grain morphology. We scanned images of grains in the core collection, which consists of 189 accessions of Triticum aestivum, T. spelta, T. compactum, T. sphaerococcum, T. macha and T. vavilovii. From the scanned images, we recorded six metric characters (area size, perimeter length, grain length, grain width, length to width ratio and circularity) using the software package SmartGrain ver. 1.2. Statistical analyses of the collected data along with hundred-grain weight revealed that T. aestivum has the largest diversity in grain morphology. Principal component analysis of these seven characters demonstrated that two principal components (PC core 1 and PC core 2) explain more than 96% of the variation in the core collection accessions. The correlation coefficients between the principal components and characters indicate that PC core 1 is related to grain size and PC core 2 to grain shape. From a genome-wide association study, we found a total of 15 significant marker-trait associations (MTAs) for grain morphological characters. More interestingly, we found mutually exclusive MTAs for PC core 1 and PC core 2 on 18 and 13 chromosomes, respectively. The results suggest that grain morphology in hexaploid wheat is determined by two factors, grain size and grain shape, which are under the control of multiple genetic loci.
INTRODUCTION
Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the major food crops in the world. It is predicted that the global demand for cereal crops will exceed production capacity in the coming decades. Thus, wheat improvement measures targeting increased yield are urgently required (Tester and Langridge, 2010) . In this context, among the different wheat traits, grain size and shape are particularly important since they strongly affect yield (Williams et al., 2013 ) and milling quality (Evers and Withey, 1989) . Grain size is the volume of the grain, which is often measured as weight and volume of 100 or 1,000 grains. Grain shape is mostly characterized by the proportion of the three growth axes, length, width and thickness (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2007) . According to a previous study, there is little correlation between grain shape and size in wheat (Gegas et al., 2010) .
Software for digital image analysis has emerged as a powerful tool to phenotype plant morphology. For example, Iwata and Ukai (2002) developed the program SHAPE (http://lbm.ab.a.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~iwata/shape/) that detects the outline of an object and converts it into a numeric descriptor called an elliptic Fourier descriptor. The program has been successfully applied to measure grain shape in rice, common wheat and synthetic hexaploid wheat (Iwata et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013; Rasheed et al., 2014) . Furthermore, upgrades of the software for measuring grains have been made publicly available (Tanabata et al., 2012; Whan et al., 2014) . These software releases have enabled high-throughput phenotyping and, therefore, contributed to elucidating the genetic components of grain morphology.
Previous studies have discovered genes that influence grain size or shape in wheat. TaGW2, a wheat ortholog of rice OsGW2, was isolated as a grain morphologyregulating gene, and was assigned to the homoeologous group-6 chromosomes (Su et al., 2011) . Two singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the promoter region of TaGW2-6A are associated with grain width and thousand-grain weight (Su et al., 2011) . Disruption of TaGW2-B1 or TaGW2-D1 resulted in significant increase in thousand-grain weight, grain length, and grain width (Zhang et al., 2018) . This result is consistent with the findings of a previous study on TaGW2-knockdown mutants (Hong et al., 2014) . The wheat sucrose synthase 2 gene (TaSus2) controls carbon flow into starch biosynthesis. By employing two different haplotypes of the chromosome 2B-encoded TaSus2 gene, Jiang et al. (2011) demonstrated that TaSus2 is associated with thousand-grain weight. Significant differences in thousand-grain weight were detected among hexaploid wheat cultivars grown in China that have different haplotypes of cell wall invertase genes, TaCwi-4A and TaCwi-5D (Jiang et al., 2015) . These genes are associated mainly with grain size, and some of them pleiotropically influence grain morphology. Okamoto et al. (2012) suggested that the Tenacious glume 1 locus (Tg-D1), a gene responsible for the freethreshing character of hexaploid wheat, also affects spikelet and grain shapes. also revealed that the polonicum allele of the P1 locus, a subspecies differentiation gene of T. turgidum L. ssp. polonicum (L.) Thell., affected grain shape as well as other spike-related morphology. Furthermore, some subspecies differentiation genes, including sphaerococcum (S), squarehead (Q) and compact (C), are known to be associated with grain shape as well as spike and glume morphology in hexaploid wheat (Tsunewaki and Koba, 1979; Salina et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011 ; for a summary of gene nomenclature, see Gene Catalogue 2013, https://shigen.nig.ac.jp/wheat/ komugi/genes/download.jsp).
Many researchers have tried to analyze the complex genetic background that regulates grain size and shape. Gegas et al. (2010) identified meta-QTLs (quantitative trait loci) on chromosomes 1A, 3A, 4B, 5A and 6A by examining six doubled-haploid populations. They also measured samples of ancestral wheat species and found a significant reduction in phenotypic variation in grain shape in the modern germplasm pool. Strong QTLs for grain length and parameters related to the lateral characteristics of grains were detected on chromosome 5B in the recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from W7984 × 'Opata 85', and on chromosome 2D in the RILs derived from 'AC Reed' × 'Grandin', respectively (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2007) . Williams and Sorrells (2014) reported 31 and 30 QTLs for grain morphology in two doubled-haploid populations. Maphosa et al. (2014) detected QTLs for some traits, including grain shape, size and yield, near the loci for photoperiod sensitivity, Ppd-B1 and Ppd-D1, indicating that flowering time can affect different aspects of grain morphology.
As a complement of QTL analysis, genome-wide association (GWA) studies have become popular for identifying genotypes that correlate with phenotypes. GWA analysis can explore wide genetic variation conserved in diverse germplasms, while QTL analysis can only detect the variation between parents (Bergelson and Roux, 2010) . Rapidly developing next-generation sequencing technologies allow the detection of a large number of SNPs in a given genome. Huang et al. (2010) sequenced more than 500 diverse rice landraces and found six SNPs very close to, but not exactly within the coding sequence of, the previously identified genes. In common wheat, significant marker-trait associations (MTAs) with 14 markers on chromosomes 2D, 5A and 5B were discovered by association mapping of grain size and shape (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006) . Rasheed et al. (2014) applied highthroughput phenotyping and GWA analysis to a set of 231 lines of synthetic hexaploid wheat, and identified candidate genomic regions underlying grain morphology traits on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3D, 4A, 5B, 6A and 7A. Among these, 13 chromosomal regions matched the previously reported QTLs. Notably, they successfully showed significant MTAs with the previously described grain shape-related genes TaGW2-A1 and TaSus-B1.
In this study, we aimed to identify the genetic elements determining grain morphology in common wheat accessions representing six subspecies. For this purpose, we performed association studies between phenotypes and genotypes on samples from the core collection of hexaploid wheat, which represents the genetic diversity of common wheat conserved ex situ at NBRP-Wheat, Japan (Takenaka et al., 2018) . We also aimed to test whether the collection is suitable research material to conduct GWA studies. First, we performed principal component (PC) analysis to find elements determining the differences in grain phenotype among accessions of the core collection. Subsequently, a GWA study was conducted to identify genetic markers associated with grain phenotypes and PCs. We also performed QTL analysis using an F 2 population derived from the cross of two accessions, 'Norin 61' × KU-3136, which differ in grain morphology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials For phenotype scoring of grain morphology, we used 189 common wheat accessions of the National BioResource Project (NBRP)-Wheat hexaploid core collection (Takenaka et al., 2018 T. compactum (n = 6) 5.11 ± 1.17 4.00 6.60
T. macha (n = 4) 4.36 ± 0. 
Fig. 1. Grain morphology in hexaploid wheat
and 2013-2014 growing seasons, respectively. Plants were grown in a glass house without air conditioning at the Yoshida Campus, Kyoto University, Japan (N35.031, E135.79). Genotype data were adopted from Takenaka et al. (2018) .
Phenotyping Digital measurement of the grains was performed as follows: we placed individual grains on a glass plate, with the crease side facing down, and produced images with a scanner (GT-X820, EPSON, Japan) at resolutions of 240 or 360 dpi. For analysis of images, we employed the software package SmartGrain ver. 1.2, which was developed for high-throughput phenotyping of rice grains (Tanabata et al., 2012) and is also applicable to wheat grain measurement . We measured six parameters related to grain size and shape: area size (AS), perimeter length (PL), grain length (GL), grain width (GW), length to width ratio (LWR) and circularity (CS), as indicated in Supplementary Fig. S1 . We adopted the default threshold for accuracy of grain detection, so that extreme values for grain size could be excluded. We also measured the hundred-grain weight (HGW) using an electronic balance (CJ-820, Shinko Denshi, Japan 2018] ). Pearson's correlation coefficients were computed between the parameters measured as mentioned in the preceding section, using Excel 2013. The data on the seven metric characters (including HGW) of the core collection were subjected to principal component (PC) analysis (PCA) by means of correlation matrices using R ver. 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2018) . The first to seventh PCs calculated from the metric characters of the core collection are referred to as PC core 1 to PC core 7, respectively. Association analysis was performed using the pipeline implemented in the software TASSEL 5 (Bradbury et al., 2007) . We used the first to fifth PCs obtained from PCA of marker genotypes to infer population structures and generate a general linear model (GLM) for estimation of regression between the genotypes and phenotypes. The minimum allele frequency of markers was set to 0.05. We performed PCA on the data on the seven metric characters (including HGW) of the F 2 plants as described above. The first to seventh PCs of the F 2 population are referred to as PC pop 1 to PC pop 7, respectively.
Genotyping and construction of a linkage map and QTL analysis Genotypes of the core collection accessions were acquired by DArTseq, as described elsewhere (Takenaka et al., 2018) . After removing unreliable markers, we used 23,067 DArT markers (9,822 SNPs and 13,245 PAVs) in the present study. Diversity array profiling was performed on the F 2 population by Diversity Arrays Technology (Canberra, Australia). For the F 2 population (n = 107), a total of 7,792 DArT markers were analyzed. The markers were grouped into linkage groups and assigned to each chromosome using the formLinkageGroups function of R/qtl (Broman et al., 2003) . Linkage maps were constructed by MapDisto ver. 1.7.7 (Lorieux, 2012) . Markers ambiguously genotyped or showing strong segregation distortion were removed from the data set. After removing the redundant markers, the linkage maps consisted of 1,131 markers (total map length 3144.4 cM, average marker distance 2.9 cM) that were then used for QTL analysis. QTL analysis was conducted by the composite interval mapping (CIM) method in the R/qtl package. The parameters for the analysis were as follows: Marker covars: 3; Window size: 10 cM; Error.prob: 0.0001; and Mapping function: Kosambi. The statistically significant thresholds of the log-likelihood 
RESULTS
Phenotypic variation in grain size and shape observed in hexaploid wheats We analyzed 189 common wheat accessions of the NBRP-Wheat hexaploid core collection (Takenaka et al., 2018) for grain morphology. The phenotypic variation of the seven characters is depicted in the plots given in Fig. 1 , and the mean, standard deviation and range of the characters are summarized in Table 1 . Grains of T. sphaerococcum accessions are markedly short and round; they are significantly different, according to Tukey's HSD tests (P < 0.05), from those of the other subspecies in terms of four characters: PL, GL, LWR and CS (Table 1 ). In contrast, T. spelta grains had a considerably longitudinally-elongated shape, while their GW was not significantly different from that of the other subspecies (Fig. 1) . The characters PL, GL, LWR and CS varied more clearly among the subspecies than the other characters, while differences in AS and GW were not pronounced and HGW was not significantly different in any comparison between two subspecies (Table 1) . PCA based on the seven characters revealed that PC core 1 and PC core 2 account for 96.6% of the total phenotypic variation, taken together, and for 60.2% and 36.4% of the total variance, individually (Table 2A) . These two components sufficiently describe grain shape variation in hexaploid wheat. Almost all the rest of the variance was explained by PC core 3 (3.10%, cumulative to PC core 3 was 99.7%). PC core 1 is negatively correlated with AS, PL, GL and HGW (Fig. 2A) ; and PC core 2 is negatively correlated with GW and CS, and positively with LWR (Fig.  2B) . These results indicate that PC core 1 corresponds to grain size and PC core 2 to grain roundness.
The 189 common wheat accessions were plotted on a PC core 1 and PC core 2 plane to visualize their distribution within taxa (Fig. 3) . Accessions of T. aestivum show the widest distribution, which overlaps with accessions of T. compactum. The accessions of T. spelta are on the low PC core 1 and high PC core 2 region of the plot, representing its lanceolate grain morphology. The T. spelta accessions seem to be further divisible into two groups by the PC core 2 value of 3.0. Triticum sphaerococcum accessions form a cluster, distinct from the other groups, occupying a region (high PC core 1 and low PC core 2) remote from T. spelta, while T. macha accessions generally clustered in the region corresponding to small positive PC core 1 and PC core 2 values.
Correlations between measurements concerning grain morphology We examined correlations between the seven grain morphology characters measured in this study (Table 3) . LWR and CS are significantly and negatively correlated (P < 0.001). HGW is positively corre- lated with AS, PL, GL and GW (P < 0.001). In contrast, HGW is not correlated with LWR or CS, the parameters that indicate roundness of the grain. Both GL and GW showed almost the same level of correlation with AS and HGW. Taking these results together, higher HGW is correlated with enlargement in length or width but not with grain roundness. Patterns of correlations between the seven characters differed by subspecies (Supplementary Table S3 ). In T. aestivum, GL and GW showed comparable levels of positive correlation with HGW. In T. compactum, HGW had stronger correlation with GL than with GW. Contrarily, in T. spelta, HGW showed stronger correlation with GW than with GL.
T. aestivum T. compactum T. macha T. spelta T. sphaerococcum T. vavilovii
Marker-trait associations for grain size and shape A set of 23,067 non-redundant DArT markers was used to estimate MTAs for the morphological characters and derived principal components (PC core 1 and PC core 2) in the hexaploid wheat core collection. We had the largest number of markers on the B genome (9,717 markers) and the smallest number on the D genome (4,132 markers). Compared with other homoeologous groups, group-4 chromosomes had fewer markers (2,026 markers). The average marker distance was 755 kb in the 'Chinese Spring' RefSeq ver. 1.0 (International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium [IWGSC], 2018). We detected a total of 15 MTAs (P < 0.05) for five traits (Supplementary Fig. S2 and Table 4 ): seven for GW on chromosomes 3D, 5D, 6A and 7A; four for AS on chromosomes 2A, 5B, 5D and 6B; two for GL on chromosomes 3D and 6B; and one each for PL and LWR on chromosome 3D and 6A, respectively. One SNP marker on chromosome 5D was commonly associated with AS and GW, and another SNP marker on chromosome 3D was commonly associated with GL and PL. Highly significant (P < 0.001) MTAs for PC core 1 were found on 18 chromosomes, except on 4D, 5D and 7D ( Fig. 4A and Table 4 ). Of these, the markers 9598_67 on chromosome 2A and 1379180|F|0 on chromosome 6B were significantly associated with AS and GL, respectively (Table 4) . MTAs for PC core 2 were found on chromosomes 1A, 1D, 2A, 2D, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 6A, 6B, 7B and 7D ( Fig. 4B and Table 4 ). Interestingly, none of the markers were significantly associated with both PC core 1 and PC core 2.
Detection of a QTL for grain length on chromosome 2A The F 2 population was derived from the cross of Japanese cultivar 'Norin 61' (PC core 1 = 1.803, PC core 2 = 1.946 in Fig. 3 ) with KU-3136, an Iranian landrace (PC core 1 = -1.006, PC core 2 = -0.188 in Fig. 3 ). A total of 1,131 markers were assigned to chromosomes, with the largest number of markers on chromosome 2B (140 markers) and the smallest number on 5D (four markers). In total, 437, 577 and 117 markers were assigned to A, B and D genomes, respectively. Two linkage groups each were assigned to chromosomes 1B, 1D, 2A, 2D, 3A, 4D, 5D, 6D and 7D, and three to chromosome 7D. QTL analysis was carried out for all the studied characters: AS, PL, GL, GW, LWR, CS and HGW (Supplementary Table S4 ). We found that a QTL on chromosome 2A for GL showed a significant LOD score (P < 0.05) (Fig. 5) . The QTL was significant (P < 0.05) in 96 of 100 repetitions of analysis with CIM. The highest peak of an LOD score was between the DArTseq markers "100015166" and "1079734", which are separated by 4.8 cM on the genetic map. The physical positions of the markers are at 678 Mb and 684 Mb on the long arm of chromosome 2A (IWGSC, 2018) . The QTL contributed 25.4% of the variation in grain length. No significant QTL was detected for other metric characters. We tried to find QTLs for PC pop 1 to PC pop 7 calculated from the seven measurements in the F 2 population. PC pop 1 and PC pop 2 account for 98.0% of the total phenotypic variation, and 60.6% and 37.4% of the total variance, individually (Table 2B ). PC pop 3 explains almost all the rest of the variance (cumulative to PC core 3 was 99.5%). PC pop 1 is positively correlated with AS, PL, GL, GW, CS and HGW, and negatively with LWR. PC pop 2 is positively correlated with AS, PL, GL, LWR and HRW, and negatively with GW and CS. PC pop 3 is negatively correlated with AS, PL, GL, GW and CS, and positively with LWR and HGW. PC pop 3 showed strongest correlation to HGW (eigenvector 0.879). Distributions of PC pop scores in the segregation population are depicted in Supplementary Fig. S3 . For PC pop 3, we found a QTL on chromosome 4B (LOD = 5.801, P < 0.05) in 92 of 100 repetitions of CIM analyses. The most proximal marker to the QTL is at the position 607,638,073 on chromosome 4B in RefSeq ver. 1.0 (IWGSC, 2018), which is a different position from that of the marker showing an MTA to PC core 2 (Table 4) .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed 189 hexaploid wheat accessions corresponding to six subspecies, and found that AS and HGW have little correlation with LWR and CS. The former two parameters (AS and HGW) are metric characters of grain size and the latter two are of grain shape. This result is consistent with the findings of previous studies (Gegas et al., 2010; Rasheed et al., 2014) . When the accessions were analyzed separately for each subspecies, patterns of correlations among grain characters were different between subspecies (Supplementary Table S3 ). It is noted that in T. spelta, AS and HGW are both strongly correlated with GW, and weakly correlated with GL. Since grain morphology is strongly affected by spike morphology, which is often the key character distinguishing the different subspecies of Triticum, there should be structural constraints within a subspecies that delimit the variation of the subspecies-specific (IWGSC, 2018) . A single significant peak of the LOD score for GL was found between markers on the long arm located at 678-684 Mb on the 2A pseudomolecule (IWGSC, 2018) . (B) Map position "0" corresponds to the location of the most distal marker on the short arm, which is physically 2.2 Mb from the tip of the short arm (IWGSC, 2018) . A single significant peak of the LOD score for PC pop 3 was found between markers on the long arm located at 530-630 Mb on the 4B pseudomolecule (IWGSC, 2018) . metric characters. In other words, subspecies differentiation genes probably affect grain shape to some extent and, thus, most of the subspecies, with the exception of T. compactum, were clustered on the PC core 1-PC core 2 plot (Fig. 3) . In the case of T. spelta, long grain shape is a common character of the subspecies, and there is no room for further longitudinal expansion. A narrower range of GL in T. spelta (7.09-8.74 ) than in T. aestivum (5.38-8.80 ) is compatible with this hypothesis (Table 1 ). The multiphyletic origin of T. compactum (Takenaka et al., 2018) may explain the high degree of variation in grain morphology in this species (Fig. 1) .
It has been suggested that two traits of grain, size and shape, are largely independent and are under the control of distinct genetic components in wheat (Gegas et al., 2010) . In our study, we demonstrated by PCA that PC core 1 and PC core 2 accounted for as much as 96.6% of the variation in grain morphology in the hexaploid wheat core collection. It was also implied that PC core 1 corresponds
